
Keeping facilities at peak 
performance for longer

Ensure high-performance 
and reliability of your 
assets with intelligent 
CAFM / IWMS solutions



Complete control and 
understanding of your assets
Staying informed and up-to-date with the abundance of asset data within 
your organisation can quickly become overwhelming without the right 
management solution.

Critical data is misplaced. Information stagnates and doesn’t evolve with 
assets across their lifecycle. Maintenance costs spiral. Tasks are unfulfilled. 
Compliance isn’t achieved.

Concept Evolution’s in-depth approach to asset management makes these 
problems disappear. Gain a clearer understanding of your asset data, 
updated in real-time. Establish PPM schedules that minimise costs and 
administration while maximising asset performance. Empower your team 
to work more efficiently and proactively than ever before.



Identify. Classify. Control.

Our market-leading Concept Evolution platform provides 
a comprehensive asset register to record details of your plant and 
equipment assets, whether fixed or portable.

Asset Register

As standard, our Asset Register can store a wide

array of critical asset data, including:

Identification codes

Serial numbers

Bar codes

Drawing references

Warranty expiration details

Relevant documents

Risk identifiers

In addition, you can create ‘Smart-Attributes’ to be set against specific types of 

assets automatically, allowing for the storage of specialist, correctly-formatted 

information.



Contain all asset data
An asset’s condition can be set and tracked across its lifecycle. The register’s ‘State Model’ 

enables new and old assets to reside in the database at all times, but only become active at appropriate times. 

Comfortably store new assets awaiting validation alongside live and 

historical assets to retain complete lifecycle data.

Customise asset codes
Users can customise the naming convention of asset codes. Ensure new assets are created 

with codes that relate to your building or the asset type (e.g. B1/AHU01), with complete control over the structure 

and the separators for this data.

Plan for the future
Our solution’s total approach to asset management lets you reliably plan for eventualities 

that affect the future of any asset, with any changes able to be reviewed and audited over time.

Focus on finances
The financial data against each asset can be recorded, where Concept Evolution automatically calculates straight-

line and reducing-balance depreciation figures. Empower your team to 

forecast replacements against your user-defined disposal values.

The advantages of our Asset Register



A clear structure
The sophisticated, multi-tiered, hierarchical Classification structure enables you to group and report

the trend and statistical analysis of asset data at multiple levels. Align these with the specific standards 

you work against, such as Uniclass or OmniClass.

Swiftly react to failures
When an asset fails, critical information such as spare part requirements becomes immediately available, 

so repairs can be made and the asset can be back at peak performance with minimal downtime.

Construct complete asset histories
Link all Concept Evolution task types to individual assets to capture their complete lifecycle history.

Identify potential problems with assets and track the total cost of ownership per reporting area.

Establish asset relationships
Clearly define asset relationships in the system with Parent, Child and Grouping links, 

providing significant operational benefits. Compile detailed, individual asset maintenance histories, 

while setting task processes that focus on Parent Assets to reduce administration workloads.

Achieve total compliance
Set system rules for what compulsory assets should be in place within your facilities 

(e.g. fire alarms). Automated health-checks identify any gaps in your asset data that may otherwise 

be missed, ensuring you adhere to compliance standards.

The advantages of our Asset Register



Concept Evolution utilises the instruction sets from system libraries to establish the required activities 
and the estimated times for each task. Defaults can be set so that, 

when PPMs are issued, the correct costs, times and resources associated with it are automatically 

assigned.

Classify PPMs in terms of compliance, priority and contract to easily 

monitor all activity.

Configure these related sub-assets to inherit tasks from Parent Asset 

PPMs to maximise efficiency and reduce administration.

Schedule PPMs in accordance with seasonal variations, default days 

and shifts.

Retain service intervals, or dynamically change these according 

to the last service date.

Create PPMs against assets with sophisticated methods of scheduling, monitoring 
and adjusting of your planned tasks.

Planned Preventative Maintenance 



Gain visibility of 52 weeks of PPMs for selected types of task, which can be printed 
out or exported to CSV files where required. Issue PPMs manually in batches, or deliver 

these automatically to a user-defined schedule.

The sum of hours required to perform these is calculated on the planner alongside 

the number of available supplier hours. With a clear percentage of committed resource 

load provided, you can adjust PPMs to balance your team’s workload across the year.

Move individual tasks or entire families at once, and roll back changes where necessary.

Colour-code PPMs according to frequency or compliance type to give engineers a 

clear, accurate picture.

Use ‘Family task override’ to ensure lower frequency tasks (e.g. yearly) override higher frequency tasks (e.g. 

monthly), so just one task is issued in a given week for a given asset.

Our comprehensive Planned Maintenance Summary area displays PPMs at all stages of progress. Identify 

tasks issued and completed to schedule, and quickly highlight any that weren’t, ensuring swift corrections 

can be made.

View and adjust all PPMs in Concept Evolution’s 
interactive PPM Planner. 

PPM Planner 



Once exported, new instruction sets will be created, complete with 

instruction steps, compliance information, and external links to legislative 

information.

As many FM organisations abide by SFG20 standards of 
maintenance, FSI provides integration tools that 
automatically import and update your instruction sets 
from the BESA SFG20 standard export files.

SFG20 Integration 



The Asset Classification features allow for the allocation of instruction set 

standards (e.g. SFG20) when forming PPM tasks.

Use Asset Classification Groups to set rules that define how your 

maintenance regimes are applied and when, allowing you to apply 

various levels of maintenance in different instances (e.g. ‘Gold Level’, 

SFG20 compliant, statutory only, etc.)

Automate the creation of entire PPM schedules through Regime 
Manager Lite. Define maintenance regimes to Building and Contract 
level so these can be created automatically when required.

Regime Manager Lite 



No matter the extensiveness or complexity of the 
asset data within your facilities, Concept Evolution’s modules 
streamline and simplify how this is 
managed in the long term.

Capture critical, up-to-date information across all of your 
assets in one intuitive platform, empowering your engineers 
to understand their performance and fulfil their tasks with 
total ease. Extend lifecycles, reduce administration and remedy inefficiencies 
across your buildings with our intelligent solutions, enabling you to work 
smarter, not harder.

FSI. Technology for a smarter world.

Transform your approach 
to asset management

+44 (0) 1708 251900
info@fsifm.com | www.fsifm.com


